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1. Answer the following questions as directed.

lx7:7

(a) If n is a positive integer such that n3+1 is

a prime, then find the value of n.

(b) For all integers n > 0, 7" - | is divisible by

6. (State whether true or false).
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(c) State Euclid,s theorem on prime numbers.

(d) Find all integers k > Zsuch that 7 _ k (mod
k').

(e) If n is a positive int
(n, e): r, rhen n,8 i::'"::Trll#,rT;
9. (State whether true or false).

(0 State Fermat,s Little Theorer-lr.

(g) State the condition for which the linear
Diophantine equation, ax + by : ;-n.r, *rntegral solution.

2. Answer the following questions: 2x4:g
(a) If a and b are positive integers such that

$cd (a, b) : 1, then show that
gcd (a+b, a * b) : I or 2.

(b) Find the remainder when [Z i, divided by.lg. . \.

(c) Show that if x2 + y2 : 22, then one of x, y* I (mod 4) antd the other is 0 (rnod 4).
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(d) Find all integral solution of the following

linear Diophantine equation 8x - 10y :42.

3. Answer the following questions: 5x3:15

(a) For any integer fi > 2, if p divides a* a2 ...

' dn, then prove that p divides one of the

integers &ro a2, 1..., on, where p is a prime

number. dpplying this result, show that 12

is not a prime number.

Or

If p" is the nth prime, then prove lhat

I * I *..... * ."'1- '- '-^L ^Pr Pr ' " "' - P" is not an integer'

(b) Solve the linear congruence

6x = 15 (mod 21)

Or

Determine the integer in the unit place

t tl7l7LI

of
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(c) If p'ln, p"*o I n where p is a prime of the
form 4k + 3 ancl c is odil, then prove that
n has no representation as the sum of fwo
squafes.

4. (a) Answer either (i) or (ii): 10

(i) (l) If the integer n > I has the prime" - 
factorization

n: p,oi pro, ....... prk, then show that.

r(n):.n.tt,*f).

Hence show that r is a multiplicative
function. 5

(2) Define Mobius p function. Show
that p is a multiplicative function.
If n is a positive integer such that
n >3, show that

n

Ip(k): t
l- _1

3+2:5

(ii) Define Euler's phi-function. Find

+(20). If p is a prime and n. is a
positive integer, then prove that

( 1)0O"):pnll- :1. t+)+7:1g\P/

(ii) (1)

. (2)
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(b) Answer

(i) (1)

(2)

either (i) or (ii) : l0

Let p be."6 is a real number", q be

"2+4 :9" and r be "sum of two even
integers is even"- Then find the truttr-
value of the foilowing statement
forms: 5

(i) p + (q'^ r)

(ii) (pnq)v(pnr)
(iii) (p -+ ( - qvr))n* (qv(p e r))

State the principle of substitution.
Using the principle, show that the
following statements formula is a

tautology:

(p, 
^ -pz) -+ ((-p, np+) -)

((p, n -pz) n (-p: ^p4))) 5

Using truth table, verify the
following i

p+(qnr)=(p-+q)n(p-+r) 5

Write the truth tables for the

connectives NOR' and NAND'..Show

that each of the connectives alone

fgnns an adequate system. 5
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(c) Ansri'er either (i) or (ii) : 10

(i) (1) Express the following Boolean ex-
- pression in disjunctive nonnal form

(DNF) and conjunctive nonnal fonn
(cNF) :

(x + y + z) (xy * x'z)'

(2) Find a switching circuit, whicll
realizes the switching function f
given by the following switching

table:

x v z f (x, y, z)

1 I I 0

I I 0 i

I 0 I I

I 0 0 0

0 I I 0

0 I 0 0

0 0 I 0

0 0 0 I
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(ii) (l) Simpliff Boolean expression:

(x+y)(x+z)(x'y')'

Express the following Boolean expression
in conjunctive normal form (CIttF) in the
variables present iq the expression :

\_ \_v z 
I\- \- u--x y' zl

\-\-\-l
T'y''z

'Find a Boolean expression which
represents the circuit. Also, draw a

simpler equivalent circuit for the ubont
circuit. 3+2:5

the

x'. +- yz.

(2) Consider
circuit :

Zyz+2yz:S

following switchingthe

(7)


